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Abstract 

The Hungarian Association for Nondestructive Testing and the Hungarian Acoustic and Industrial Diagnostic 
Laboratory of the College Dunaújváros jointly organized the II. Symposium of Acoustic Emission Testing on 
Pressure Vessels, in October 2011. The participating laboratories took part in a hydraulic burst test of a 4,85 m3 
liquefied gas container. In this test the pressure of the container was increased till burst. A proficiency test was 
organised for the participating laboratories immediately before the burst test for the localization of the artificial 
sound sources. During a ten-minutes-long period 64 sound impulses were generated on the surface of the tank. 
The participants had to localize the sound sources. The results of the localization were evaluated using the Z 
score. All the five participants’ performances were adequate.  
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Introduction 
 
The Hungarian Association of Non-Destructive Testing in the summer of 2011 announced the 
fourth proficiency test. The topic of the test was the localisation of artificial sources of sound 
impulses with acoustic emission. Shortly before the organization of the test came into force 
the ISO/IEC 17043:2010 standard [1], which clarified the requirements and the terminology 
as well. The requirements were used correctly during the organisation and evaluation of 
proficiency test. 
 
The proficiency test preparation 
 

During the organisation of the 2nd Acoustic Emission Tests on Pressure Vessels Symposium 
(organised by the Hungarian Association of Non-Destructive Testing [MAROVISZ] and the 
Hungarian Industrial Acoustic Diagnostic Laboratory [MAID Laboratory] of College of 
Dunaújváros) has arisen the idea that the AE practitioners should be evaluated according to 
the proficiency testing requirements. From the many features of acoustic emission test, the 
organizers chose the source location for the subject of comparison, which is important for the 
practice and the quantity to be measured with a simple and easily comparable assessment. The 
positions of the artificial sound sources are known and testers are to determinate the 
coordinates of artificial sound sources. To achieve this goal an unidentified number of 
artificial acoustic signals were created on a tank surface. The measurement had to be 
performed as a single occasion exercise.  
The proficiency testing was performed at the 2nd Acoustic Emission Tests on Pressure 
Vessels Symposium on October 2011. The participants carried out a hydro test on a liquefied 
natural gas container of 4.85 m3 with a 15.6 bar work pressure, extracted from service, till its 
burst. The pressure test team prepared for the AE measurement in the usual way and after 
setting the equipments the proficiency test was carried out. The organizers had created more 
than sixty artificial acoustic signals on the surface of the tank. 
The participants in the proficiency test were not limited to Hungarian. The name and the 
location of participating laboratories can be seen at the Table 1. The photograph of the tank, 
equipped with the sensors, is shown in Fig. 1. The main sponsor of the proficiency testing, the 
Pébé-Coop Gas Development, Marketing and Manufacturing Ltd. at Hajdúszoboszló, donated 
the tank used for the AE test. 
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Table 1. List of Participants  

 

Name of Participant  Location  

AEF Material Testing Laboratory Ltd.  H-1112 Budapest, Budaörsi út 45 

AETA Engineering Ltd.  H-1118 Budapest, Háromszék utca 32-34.  

Dunaújváros College, 
MAID Testing Laboratory  

H-2401 Dunaújváros, 
Táncsics Mihály út 1/A 

R.U.M Testing Ltd.  H-1163 Budapest, Batsányi János út 55. 

TVK Technical Supervision 
Technical Testing Laboratory  

3581 Tiszaújváros, 
PO Box 20 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. The container before the pressure test. 
 
The measurement execution  
 
As can be seen on Fig 1, the participants fixed their sensors on the cleaned surfaces of the 
tank at the beginning of the test at known coordinates and adequately checked the own 
measurement system to work properly on the noiseless tank. After the preparatory phase and 
prior the tank pressure test, the proficiency test organizers produced artificial signals on the 
surface of the tank using active probes sources (sensor test) and pencil-lead breaks, with 
random, irregular intervals. The source type, location, number and order of the pulses ware 
unknown to the participants. The test signal attributes were registred by the organizers in the 



signal sequence. The evaluation revealed that one of the active probe sources was not attached 
properly and the data of probe had to be removed from the assigned values. 
The participants had the task to put in writing the localized coordinates (x, y), the time (s) 
from the beginning of the test, the amplitude (dB) of the signals, and some details of the 
circumstances of the test. These data were evaluated by the organizers within a month. 
 
The evaluation method  
 

The data evaluation of location was made according to the EN ISO/IEC 17043:2010 standard 
[1] Annex B. The recommendation suggests calculating the differences at the first step. We 
calculated the distance, which the two endpoints involved in the measured coordinates and the 
coordinates of the assigned values. This distance is characterized by the participant's 
positioning accuracy. The difference was calculated using the following formula:  
 

(Diff)2 = (x - X) 2 + (y - Y) 2 
where:  

Diff = distance of points determined by coordinates of assigned and measured, 
X, Y = coordinates measured by the participant,  
x, y = coordinates of the assigned values.  

Figure 2 explains the interpretation of the difference, marked Diff.  

 
 

Figure 2. The definition of difference in the coordinate system  
 

The calculated deviation, called Diff, has no generally accepted evaluation requirements. The 
percentages of the differences were not calculated because its value depends on the value of 
the base, so it is not the typical of the measurement error.  Annex B of the above mentioned 
standard recommended for the evaluation of numerical results to calculate the Z score. The 
score is calculated as follows:  

  Z = D/S 
where:  

D = average of Diff  
S = the measure of variability (standard deviation) of Diff.  
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The evaluation was according to the following generally recognized criteria:  
 

| Z | ≤ 2 satisfactory 
2 < | Z | <3 questionable  
| Z | ≥ 3 unsatisfactory  

 
The results were evaluated by using all of the 64 location measurement to determine the Z 
score. This evaluation is justified because after the measurement starts, the acoustic emission 
detector placement, the coupling quality of sensors, the AE system parameters cannot be 
changed. Therefore, each participant’s performance was characterized by one Z-score.  
Because the test results of the participants are combined and evaluated as one measurement, 
the average difference must be substituted into the numerator of formula of Z score. The 
denominator of the formula is the measure of variability. According to EN ISO/IEC 
17043:2010 standard [1] Appendix B 3.1.3, the standard deviation can be determined as “a 
fitness for purpose goal for performance”, as determined by expert judgement like a 
prescribed value. 
The prescribed standard deviation value S was determined by the collaborative study of the 
experts, in agreement with the coordinators. To define value S the effects below were taken 
into consideration: 

• the sensing surface’s diameter of commonly used detectors, 
• the resonance frequency of detectors, and the speed of sound, 
• the arrangement of the detectors and their distance from each other, 
• the routine error in measuring coordinates and distances at industrial milieu, 
• the geometry of test piece. 
• the expected practical requirements of the investigation, 

The standard deviation value was determined as S = 30 mm. 
 
The assigned values 
 

By definition, the assigned value is attributed to a particular property of a proficiency test 
item [1]. At the proficiency test, this property corresponds to the designated location 
coordinates of the acoustic signal. The results of participants were compared to the assigned 
value of the measured coordinates. The coordinates of the assigned values were measured 
from the starting point (origin), which is a point on the edge of the tank mantle. The 
participants measured the sensor coordinates from this origin, too. 
The participants had to identify 64 artificial sources. Of these, 18 pulses were launched from 
active sensor sources, the others from pencil-lead breaks. The place of the pulses is regarded 
as point, in case of pencil-lead breaks, at the indicated points. In case of the sensor sources, 
we regarded the origin of signal to be the circular surface of the sensor, referring to the 
coordinates of the centre. The artificial sources were generated among the sensors, which 
were installed at the points of a rectangle. The participants subsequently, in the evaluation 
summary report, received the assigned values of the coordinates. With the passing of the time 
from the start were connected the coordinate data of the participants with the coordinate of the 
artificial signal. 
 
The test results 
 

The complete presentation of the participants’ results is not worth presenting, but the overall 
results are described here. The assigned values and the participants’ measured values were 



connected by the help of the elapsed time from the start of the test. The connection of the data 
from the participants and the assigned data could be taken in time scale; depending on each 
team’s delay of test start. The data evaluation revealed that a significant number of pulses had 
been missed by the AE devices. The reason of the deficit was that the measuring device could 
not detect the AE signals, or sensed it but could not locate it.  
Table 2 summarizes the results of AE measurement performance characteristics of 
localization. The evaluation is based on the difference of true location of an artificial pulse 
and calculated location, expressed in mm. The table shows the minimum and the maximum 
values of the differences (Diff), the mean, and the standard deviation and in the first raw the 
participants’ code. The data series is also shown: how many sound impulses were not 
localised by the AE equipment, and of these how many percent are of the total number of 64 
impulses. 
 

Table 2. The statistical characteristics of the differences and values of Z score 
 

Participating code  4010  4020  4030  4050  4070  

Minimum of Diff [mm]  0.8  1.4  9.9  1.4  1.0  

Maximum of Diff [mm]  262.6  54.1  223.5  70.9  232.4  

Mean; D [mm]  26.7  16.5  67.9  35.6  13.2  

Standard deviation [mm]  44.6  11.6  40.3  18.4  29.0  

Missing impulse [piece]  2  13  16  13  3  

Missing impulse [%]  3.1  20.3  25  20.3  4.7  

Z score  0.89  0.55  2.26  1.19  0.44  

  
The evaluation of the data of Table 2:  

• The participants performed well in the localization task. The Z score, except one of 
them, had achieved a satisfactory assessment. The questionable value 2.26 in the 
acoustic emission measurements could be considered acceptable.  

•  Missed localization of AE signals spread from 2-3 to 16 sources. The largest data 
means one quarter of all the sources, which are acceptable values in a real test 
conditions. 

The opinion of the organizers and evaluators is that the proficiency test was successful. The 
participants met the criteria; most of them localized the artificially generated sources. The 
accuracy of localization was adequate, according to the requirements of the Z-score. 
 

Summary 
 

Five laboratories took part in the announced proficiency test of acoustic emission localization. 
The localization task had to be performed on a single occasion exercise of an appropriate 
proficiency test, doing a single common task at the same time. During the proficiency test had 
to be detected 64 artificial sources and located on the surface of a tank. The number and 



location of well-defined sources was unknown to the participants. All submitted measurement 
results were evaluated. Based on the analysis of the measurement data, it can be stated that the 
task of localization was solved properly by the participants. 
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